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As a decentralized community, we pass all of the benefits and rights to our 
Honey Token holders. Here are actual benefits of owning Honey Token.

Throughout the year, Honey Token will hold various conventions featuring 

different Genres of Artist on Honey-Streaming platform such as:

Honey Token thinks that the current award shows like the Oscars and Grammys 

don’t really include the fans, afterall, fans are the consumers of the created 

content. Honey Token will make their own

Honey Token holders will control what scripts should be financed by Honey 

Token. Many amazing shows and movies are passed on by studios. Well, Honey 

Token members will be given the power.

Syfy

Token holders vote who will Host

Honey Token members can submit a script to the community for  
consideration

Comedy

Token holders vote for Categories

Honey Token members can vote on scripts submitted by Artist for  
consideration.

Anime

Token holders vote for Nominees

Music

 Token holders vote for Winners

Visual Arts

Attend Honey-Streaming Conventions 

Vote on winners on Honey-Streaming Awards Show

Vote on which Scripts to finance

Honey-Streaming Award Show (HONEYS)
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Every year Networks cancel tv shows. Some of these shows have a large fan 

base that want the show to continue. Honey Token holders can submit a show 

to be carried on Honey-Streaming for a vote. If the Honey Token community 

votes to carry the show, Honey Token will

Honey Token wants to bring access to fans to their favorite Artists. Only Honey 

Token holders can enter the contests for:

Honey Tokens holders will have the exclusive access to buy tickets for shows 

using their Honey Tokens. For shows like:

Honey Token will have concerts by Honey Token Artists, and those tickets can 

only be purchased by Honey Token holders, and only by buying with Honey 

Tokens

Contact the producers about bring the show to Honey-Streaming

Concert Tickets

Stand Up Comedy

Offer to finance future episodes

Movie Premieres

Live Taping of TV Shows

Being on a Movie set

Plays

Being an extra on a TV show

VIP passes to Conventions

Bringing back canceled Network TV Shows

Contests

Buy tickets to Shows

 Buy ticket for Concerts
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Honey Token will make available exclusive live events to Honey Token holders. 
These live events will be small and intimate at secret locations.

In the near future Honey Token will open an online store exclusive to Honey 

Token holders, for Honey Artists to sell:

Memorabilia

Merchandise

 LIve Events

 Honey Store
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